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Making a mark

Dr. Irene Calboli tries to bring legal clarity to
trademark advertising.
If you see Dr. Irene Calboli poking
around in a supermarket, scanning the
clothing racks at TJ Maxx or even watching commercials, she may not be doing
what you think she is.
“I’m working,” she says.
Calboli, an associate professor of law
at Marquette, specializes in intellectual
property law. What she’s actually up
to in the store and in front of the TV
is studying the use of corporate trademarks and logos. “In consumer society,”
she says, “we’re surrounded by trademarks everywhere.”
Despite the ubiquity of marks and
logos, the law that governs them is
unclear, which makes it an intriguing
research subject. Intellectual property
law encompasses much more than
trademarks and logos, of course. As
the name implies, anything that’s
a product of someone’s intellect —
inventions, literary and artistic works,
symbols, names, images and designs —
falls under its rubric. “It can really apply
to nearly everything in our lives, at any
time,” Calboli says.
Calboli’s recent work focuses on the
legal and policy issues arising from
international commerce in trademarks
and particularly trademark advertising.
That’s important because more and more

™

entities, from companies to schools and
even hospitals, are using their logos on
merchandise. And “fake” products from
China and Southeast Asia continue to
flood the market and raise trademark
infringement issues.
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That’s one of the reasons Calboli
relishes the topic.
“Intellectual property
law is very challenging, very technical,”

“If you don’t pursue your rights,
you’ve abandoned them.”

she says. “I enjoy the

a small Italian city since
879? Can an Idaho Potato
come from Montana? In another of
her recent research papers Calboli
says no. Instead, she argues for

“There’s a market reason,” she says,
namely preventing unfair competition
from “masquerade” products. “But
there’s also an anthropological reason.
The world is coming closer and closer

technicalities.” Technicalities like this

for specific limits on those protections. “I
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believe trademarks should be treated as

aren’t protected, but their use is. It’s up
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define exactly how it can be used and to

allocate resources but also be limited by
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go after anyone who uses it incorrectly.
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champagne, Calboli has no problem

“If you don’t pursue your rights, you’ve

Needs like the protection of freedom

together. It’s important to protect
some cultural identity.”

with that. Just don’t call it champagne.

abandoned them” in the eyes of the

of speech. Many people have tried to
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court, Calboli says.

trademark words. And at least one court

as a result. Calboli cites the example

has gone further, ruling that Louisiana

of Australia’s wine industry, which

misuse can amount to “dilution by blurring

State University could legally protect

devoted itself to producing knock-offs
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its school colors. For Calboli, that goes

of French wines until it was banned

or damage to the reputation of what the

beyond the realm of commercial usage.

from doing so. Forced to come up

For famous marks, damages from

mark represents to its owner. “If you use

“Words are a limited resource,” she

with new names, it created world-

a mark on everything, eventually the

says, “and color even a more limited

mark means nothing,” Calboli says. It

resource.” Much as groups might want

can all get a little confusing, especially

to claim them for their own purposes, it

when the body of rulings on trademark

wouldn’t be healthy for our own freedom

“Protecting GIs ultimately guarantees

merchandising itself lacks focus. Calboli

of expression to allow that, she says.

the quality of the foods and their

attempts to bring “light and clarity” to
the issue through her research, some of

“We have to reconcile trademarks with

wide demand for national distinct
Australian varietals.

uniqueness,” Calboli says.

reality,” Calboli says.
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